A word made with the same letters as another word
is an “anagram” of it. The words “art,” “tar,” and “rat” are
anagrams of each other, and so are “eat,” “ate,” and “tea.”
And “stop,” “spot” “post,” “pots,” and “tops!”
Circle both words in each summery sentence
that are anagrams of each other.
Answers are on the bottom of the page.
1. The roller coaster does a loop right over a pool of water!
2. It’s not safe to paddle your canoe in the ocean.
3. It takes less time to get to the park if you wear your skates.
4. The ports in our town have a special beach sport.

Who doesn’t love blowing bubbles?
But if you run out of that liquid that you blow bubbles
with, don’t worry! Go in the kitchen and make more!

Pour six cups of water—
use a measuring cup—
into a bowl.
Pour in one cup of dish
soap. Stir slowly. Too fast,
and you’ll start making
bubbles too soon!

5. One night at arts camp, I saw a shooting star!
6. Summer break puts the brake on my crazy homework train!

Measure a quarter cup of corn syrup and add
that to your bubble potion. Stir until it’s all mixed
in. Now take your bubble potion outside.
To blow bubbles, you can use a bubble
wand… or things in the kitchen with holes!
Try a sieve or colander, a spatula with
slots, a pasta server… even your finger and
thumb, if you make a circle with them!

Can you find some puddles to
jump in? Do animals like the rain?
What do people use when they don’t
have umbrellas? Can you see a
rainbow? The world looks
different in the rain!

HEY, PARENTS!
• Got more than one Mini Mensch in the house? Print more
copies of these pages at juf.org/MiniMensches.
• Looking for more? JUF Young Families helps families
experience and celebrate the joys of Jewish life, community
and learning. Learn more at juf.org/youngfamilies.

ANSW ERS: 1 . LOOP, POOL 2 . CAN OE, OCEAN 3. TAKES , S KAT ES
4 . PORTS, SPORT 5. ARTS , STAR 6. BREAK, BRAKE

So what if it’s raining a little? That doesn’t
mean you have to stay indoors. Put on your raincoats
and boots, get out the umbrellas, and go for a watery walk!
If you plan to take pictures, keep your phones dry by sealing
them in a sandwich bag.

